
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 





WESSEX CAVE CLUB  September 1961 

Journal No 81, Vol 6. 

 

SECRETARY'S FOREWORD 

 

From time to time some members fail to pay their hut dues. This does not 

happen very often but can result in a waste of time and a certain amount 

of trouble before the money is collected. Your Committee has decided 

that any member whose fees are more than a fortnight overdue cannot 

stay at the huts or make use of the facilities. 

 

There have also been a few cases of members and others going away 

owing Mr.Sealy the cost of milk, etc., that has been obtained from him. 

Members will agree that this is hardly the right thing to do, and we must 

insist that this practice stops. George Pointing has paid Mr. Sealy out of 

his own pocket when the matter has been brought to his notice. 

 

Some while ago the Bristol Exploration Club circulated Mendip caving 

clubs with the suggestion that each should mark its tackle with a 

distinctive colour. This proposal was made because of the difficulty of 

sorting out tackle, etc., after some of the larger rescues. The Committee 

thought the suggestion was an excellent one and asked that the colour red 

be allocated to the Wessex Cave Club. We have received no reply, but as 

we have been remaking ladder and purchasing new rope for lifelines, 

have gone ahead and used red for our identification marking. David 

Berry has obtained half-a-dozen ladder carriers for the Club and these he 

painted a bright red. We are very grateful to him and his firm for making 

these carriers a gift to the Club. 

 

The Mendip Caving Group has written to inform us that the farmer has 

asked them to gate the entrance to Pinetree Pot. This has been done and 
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the M.C.G. has very kindly offered to let the Club purchase a set of keys 

for its own use. Mr. Chamock, the Hon. Secretary of the Group, has sent 

the following details of Pine tree Pot. 

 

The Pot has an entrance shaft 10ft. in depth lined with three large sewage 

pipes. A 15ft. ladder is required. From the bottom of this pitch there is a 

crawl of about 15ft. but it is pointed out that it is advisable to avoid 

touching the roof. 

 

At the end of the crawl is Pine Pitch, 36ft., and for most of the way the 

ladder hangs free. It is not too easy to use a lifeline. At the bottom of the 

pitch are several passages, but care must be taken as here and in other 

parts of the cave there are unstable boulders. It is well not to stand at the 

bottom of Pine Pitch when others are moving along the crawl. 

 

The M.C.G. are trying to extend the end passage of the cave, Easy Street, 

by blasting. 

 

Members of the Bristol Group have asked me to correct Cheramodytes' 

heading of his account of the activities of the Group. This of course 

should have read "Bristol Group" and not "Bristol-Wessex" as given. 

 

All being well we hope to arrange another series of meetings during the 

coming months - there was a demand for some during the summer - and 

Bristol members interested in the Group will be circulated in due course. 

 

Talking about "Groups" brings to mind a letter (in duplicate) received 

from a member which suggests that not everyone knows that the London 

Group is defunct - in fact it has been so for a number of years. Recently, 

however, I have heard from a member who appears to be interested in its 

resurrection and I will be 
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pleased to hear from any others living in the London area who would 

support a London Group. 

 

Annual General Meeting 

 

This will he held at The County Secondary School, Kennion Road, 

Wells, on Saturday, October 21st, at 3 p.m. 

 

Nominations for Officers and Committee for 1961/62 and notices of 

motions for discussion at the Annual General Meeting must be received 

by the Hon. Secretary not more than two weeks after the posting of this 

notice. 

 

Annual Dinner 

 

This will be held at The Star Hotel, High St., Wells, on Saturday, 

October 21st, at 8 p.m. Price:- 15/-. 

Names (with cash, please) to the Hon. Secretary not later than October 

16th. 

 

Club Trip 

 

November 4th/5th. Agen Allwedd. Applications must be in one month in 

advance in order to get the permits made out by the S. Wales Nature 

Conservancy Board. Write to:- David Causer, 19 Kenmore Crescent, 

Hilton Park, Bristol 7. 

Frank Frost. 

 

 

Hon. Sec. Frank Frost, 71 Haselhury Road, Bristol 4. 

Phone: Whitchurch 2022 

Hon. Treas. Mrs. B.M. Willis, 15 Hooper Avenue, Wells, Somerset. 

Hon. Editor C. Hawkes, 147 Evington Lane, Leicester. 
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TROUBLE IN SWILDONS 

W.I. Stanton 

 

A cave surveyor resembles certain other malefactors in that, as one 

discovery follows another, he is continually having to revisit the scene of 

his crimes. Thus it was that in May and June 1960 I made three survey 

trips to Paradise Regained in Swildons Hole, and thanks to the expert 

assistance of Howard Kenney, Derek Ford and Joe Candy, the unmapped 

side passages were tamed and put on to paper. Notable events on these 

expeditions were an encounter with a curious draught in the Airless 

Oxbow (apparently going round and round the small neighbouring 

oxbow, and possibly convectional in origin) and the discovery by Joe 

Candy, after only ten minutes scrambling, of a fifty-foot extension to the 

hell-hole that leads east from the top of the aven above Greasy Chimney. 

Being like the hell-hole only more so, the extension was promptly 

christened "Candy’s Calamity". 

 

On the first survey trip I was surprised to see that no-one had yet 

attacked the mud choke reached by traversing ever the head of Blue 

Pencil Passage, which in an earlier number of this Journal (No.64) I had 

suggested as a possible link with the Black Hole Series. The distance 

from the choke to Abandon Hope (the choke below the Eleven Foot 

Drop) was 500 feet in a straight line, and as scalloping showed water 

flow out of the choke there seemed every chance that a worthwhile 

discovery would reward digging there. 

 

Howard Kenney and I decided to attempt it, and on July 23rd, 

accompanied by Mike Boon, we drove a trench into the choke. Below 2 

or 3 inches of air space was a 6 inch layer of stiff 
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cracked mud, so glutinous that the only practical way of digging was to 

lever out the natural polygonal slabs one after another. The mud overlay 

several inches of laminated silt and clay, which in turn rested on 

unstratified earth and limestone chips. We were encouraged by a strong 

draught that blew intermittently outwards. When the trench was 8 feet 

long the roof began to rise, and we were soon able to squirm up into a 

high corridor with strong outward scalloping on the walls. Alas, after 

only 40 feet the passage choked again, with a draught and a thin trickle 

of water emerging from the one-inch space between roof and mud floor. 

 

Next week a double effort took us through this second choke. On July 

30th a party led by Howard and Oliver Lloyd dug a 5 foot trench, which 

was full to the brim with water when Richard Kenney, Mike Boon, John 

Parkinson and I arrived there next day. Fearing that sending this water 

back down the passage might flood the first dig (which was already 4 

inches deep in water and looked unpleasantly like Mud Sump) we built 

two dams across the passage and bailed the water into the space between 

them. After 4 hours of digging in abominable conditions, lying flat out in 

several inches of liquid mud, we extended the trench 7 feet and broke 

into a wide cross rift. The draught had behaved strangely meanwhile; it 

mostly blew gustily outwards, occasionally dying away, and at least once 

it blew strongly inwards. 

 

The virgin passage was roomy and led generally northwards, with a mud 

floor cracked into large polygons and some pretty mud pillars formed by 

splash. The walls were locally scalloped, and near the roof were some 

glistening white straws. 110 feet beyond the dig a big dripstone cascade 

down the left wall almost completely 
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blocked the passage, but a draught proclaimed the way on through a tiny 

hole, and the prospects beyond looked encouragingly black. 

 

At two places in this new section there were heavy drips, the water from 

which trickled back down the gentle slope into our second trench. It was 

becoming clear that each time anyone wanted to revisit the place they 

would have to bail out this trench, which was now so capacious that they 

would risk flooding the first trench and thus cutting themselves off from 

the outside world. This automatic sump-trap, which became known as 

Double Trouble, exercised our minds considerably in the following 

weeks. There was a real risk, demonstrated on September 8th when a 

party of Bedford School cavers found the first of the Troubles to be a 

sump about 10 feet long. This was nearly a fortnight after the floods of 

August 27th. 

 

On September 17th a highly organised party went down to Double 

Trouble in two waves. Anticipating waterworks, I had acquired two 50-

foot lengths of ¾ inch plastic hose, and Fred Davies, Ken Dawe and 

Brian Goodwin dragged them to the site with the intention of draining 

both Troubles and then attacking the stalagmite barrier. Chris Hawkes 

and I followed two hours later, planning to survey the known passages 

and anything else that might be discovered during the day. The bailers 

found the first Trouble (Tl) passable, but the second Trouble (T2) a 10 

foot sump. They siphoned the T2 water first into Tl and then down the 

passage towards Blue Pencil. When Chris and I arrived bearing chemical 

gifts, all was ready for a little persuasion. 
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Surveying through the foot-deep mire in each Trouble was indescribably 

filthy, and not the least of our difficulties was that candles would not 

burn in the stale air. While immersed in T1 our nerves were shattered by 

a violent explosion, and a repeat performance, in spite of a comical 

countdown by Ken, extinguished our acetylene survey point in the 

middle of T2. But the stalagmite barrier was now passable, and only their 

stern sense of duty prevented the surveyors from throwing tripod and all 

into T2 and joining in the exploration. Fred, Ken and Brian returned 

jubilant 40 minutes later with news of several hundred feet of new 

passage, in places very beautiful. They then left for the surface, on the 

way re-draining T2 which had already filled considerably, and building a 

retaining dam just upstream of it. 

 

Beyond the Bang Squeeze the roof lifts into a grotto with a nice cascade 

and a pillar separating the ways. After a right-angled bend the tunnel 

seems to choke abruptly, but there is a tiny rent in one wall which leads 

via a low narrow rift to a lovely grotto. The floor is of pure white 

dripstone, with gours and crystal pools, and a profusion of white 

stalactites adorns walls and roof. We carefully followed the footsteps of 

the earlier party through Doomed Grotto, as, mindful of the spoliation by 

muddy cavers of the not-dissimilar St. Pauls Grotto, we regretfully called 

it. Doomed Grotto is 40 feet long, and the passage beyond is irregular, 

roomy and muddy, with fine formations in places. About 150 feet from 

Bang Squeeze (and not far from Creep One in Swildons Two) the ways 

divide. Straight on is a low tunnel which bends round to the left in a half-

circle and chokes after some 45 feet. A curious mud ridge follows the 

middle of the 
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passage, and at one point a small stream can, be heard through a little 

window in the eastern wall. The other way is a gaping hole about 8 feet 

up in the west wall, the start of a long gallery that, in contrast to the 

previous subhorizontal section, descends steadily at about 10° to the 

north-west. Scalloping shows water-flow up this gallery. 

 

Having reached this point the surveyors only had enough energy left for 

a quick look round the remainder of the system. The descending gallery 

is divided into two 50 foot sections by a squeeze between stalagmite 

bosses and the second section has some good stalagmites. At the end a 

low crevice had apparently been dismissed as impassable by the earlier 

party, but to our delight the difficulty was more apparent than real and by 

some hard squeezing virgin country was reached. The gallery continued 

high and well decorated, with some very attractive curtains, and sloped 

gently down for 120 feet to an abrupt end at a choke. Here, beside some 

mud splash pillars, is an exquisite crystal pool 3 feet in diameter, with 

rosettes of perfect pink and white calcite crystals crowding its floor. On 

the way out we noted that without the retaining dam T2 would have been 

nearly full of water, and the only other event was the appearance while 

we were abluting in Washing Pot of a very tired whirligig beetle. 

 

Of prime importance now was the photography of the new series before 

its grottos were despoiled. A multipurpose trip was planned for October 

1st, and after prolonged hesitation over the rather threatening weather it 

eventually got under way much depleted in strength. Phil Davies was to 

photograph, I would finish the survey, and Fred Davies would assist both 

of us. Mike Boon and Mike Thompson would join us later to attack the 

noisy window mentioned above. 
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At Double Trouble T1 was about half flooded, and was soon drained by 

the twin siphons. But beyond was a shocking sight. The July 31st dams 

were still intact, and the whole passage beyond them was a shimmering 

lake 6 inches deep. T2 was a sump, and we knew that on the other side 

the retaining dam would be holding back still more water. After some 

discussion, Fred went through T1 and broke the dams and within minutes 

a sump several feet long formed between him and us. We re-started the 

siphons (not always as easy as it sounds, it is essential to control their 

upper ends all the time or they suck in air or become blocked with mud. 

Their lower ends should, if possible, be below water level in a pool). 

After an hour T1 un-sumped and we could hear Fred busily occupied in 

digging a trench 6 inches deep and 30 feet long to drain some of the T2 

water into Tl. When he broke through the extra water nearly re-sumped 

Tl, but T2 was made passable with 4 inches of air space. Four hours after 

the waterworks began Phil and Fred were able to go ahead and start 

photography, while I kept one siphon going to counteract the permanent 

dribble of water (about half a siphon-load) into Tl. An hour later the two 

Mikes arrived and. took over. Survey and photography were successfully 

completed, but the chemical attack on the window failed and 

unfortunately hastened the destruction of Doomed Grotto. This 

expedition lasted fourteen and a half hours. 

 

The passage length of this new system is 630 feet, bringing the total for 

Swildons to two and a half miles. The final choke is apparently about 50 

feet above the upper end of Crystal Passage beside Duck 2 in Swildons 

Two, and there may be a Blue Pencil-type connection. The postulated 

link with the Black Hole Series now seems quite likely, offering, a very 

sporting 
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round trip. Probably the best place to dig will be at Abandon Hope, 

which is far less remote, especially in these days of goon suits. 

 

Double Trouble is only likely to need bailing during very wet weather, as 

natural seepage between T2 and T1 takes care of the normal trickle. But 

T2 will always be an unpleasant duck. 

 

If the postulated link exists, Swildons would appear to consist of two 

separate passage systems, the high-level Fools Paradise - Black Hole - 

Abandon Hope - Double Trouble - Shatter Pot system, and the low-level 

(and presumably younger) present streamway. The three connecting 

passages near Sump I (Approach Passage, Kenney's Dig and PP Passage) 

probably acted in succession to take the Fools Paradise water into the 

lower system. Blue Pencil Passage on the other hand is clearly a chance 

connection. The phreatic origin of the upper system from the Black Hole 

to Shatter Pot is strikingly shown on the survey by the many up-and-

down-steps, with a maximum vertical range of 65 feet. My suggestion 

(Journal 64) that it led to Fault Chamber was over-hasty, and has been 

dramatically disproved by Oliver Lloyd. In fact, scalloping shows clearly 

that the water flowed to Shatter Pot via Greasy Chimney, and also via the 

long ascending tunnel near Fault Chamber which is only separated from 

the aven above Greasy Chimney by a choke (worth digging) less than 10 

feet long. The water from the inlet passages in the Maypole Series 

certainly went down Shatter Pot, and so perhaps did the old Swildons 

One stream via the St. Pauls series. No doubt the detailed examination 

now being carried out by Derek Ford will decide the matter. Meanwhile 

to 
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the non-diver, Shatter Pot must be the key to the beyond. 

 

 

This article was written by William Stanton in Angola 27th October 

1960, but for one reason or another the present Editor did not receive it. 

However, after getting a letter from William asking why it had not 

appeared he asked for a further copy. It is now published with apologies. 

 

 

 

"THE CAVES OF MENDIP" 

 

This book, compiled by Nick Barrington, is at present undergoing 

complete revision in preparation for a new edition next Spring. Nick 

would be very pleased if anyone would write to him giving details of 

errors and omissions in the present edition and details of any discoveries 

made since it was published (1957). 

 

Don't leave it to the other fellow, write to him yourself - it's a book for 

cavers by cavers. 

 

Nick Barrington, Donnington Manor, 

Dunton Green, 

Nr. Sevenoaks, 

Kent. 
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SHATTER POT AND THE SHATTER PASSAGE 

DISCOVERIES IN THE P.R. SERIES OF SWILDON'S HOLE 

D.J. Causer 

 

Digging was started at the bottom of Shatter Pot in the autumn of last 

year, as a joint Wessex - Shepton Mallet C.C. venture, and continued 

until the breakthrough to Shatter Passage early this year. 

 

This article aims to give an outline of the progress of the dig and a 

description of the discoveries, together with a survey for addition to that 

of the whole cave. 

 

For those not familiar with the location of Shatter Pot, it is the large 

transverse rift dropping away to the left some 200 feet beyond the Mud 

Sump. Digging was commenced in the floor at the bottom of a 25 ft. 

ladder pitch over the edge of the boulder pile. A rawl-bolt has now been 

provided in the left hand wall for belaying the ladder, from which it 

hangs clear of the boulders. 

 

In the previous summer (1959), Derek Ford and a party from Oxford 

University had entered and named Oxford Chamber via a low squeeze 

dipping downwards to the right at about 15°. They removed just 

sufficient from the floor to gain access, and during our early trips we 

enlarged this considerably. The same passage could be seen still 

descending on the opposite side of Oxford Chamber, although almost 

completely choked with a sandy infill and rubble. 

 

It was realised from the beginning that the boulders overhanging the 

ladder pitch were extremely unstable and liable to give trouble, but 

dealing with them was deferred until the 
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preliminary trips had shown the dig to be worth continuing. The decision 

made, attention was turned to making the pitch safe enough for the 

regular passage of working parties. 

 

Between mid-November and mid-December, four trips were made for 

this purpose, and probably a couple of tons of rock were either sent to the 

bottom or firmly settled, some manually and some chemically jolted. 

 

This pleasant and exhilarating task completed, we then had to get down 

to work proper, and started the long job of digging out the infilled 

passage. The small space there at the start soon gave way to complete 

choke, and for trip after trip, week after week, it seemed to be going on 

down into more and more solid infill. The usual excavating problems in 

such digs were encountered - difficulty of spoil removal and disposal, 

and very poor air circulation. Its good points were that it was dry and 

fairly easy to dig the spoil. 

 

However, on 14th January, Steve Wynne-Roberts and myself were 

digging and encountered first the roof beginning to rise and then a small 

airspace through which an entrenching tool handle could be pushed 

meeting no resistance. The following weekend a Shepton party continued 

work and broke into a small sandy floored chamber via a nasty upward 

squeeze, which still remains tight. Junction or Sand Chamber, by which 

alternative names it became known, offered several possible exits, all 

unfortunately either choked or too tight after a few feet. It was 

reluctantly concluded that there was little further prospect, but the next 

weekend another party, led by Mike Boon of the Shepton, went "more in 

sorrow than in anger" to see the new chamber, found an appreciable 

draught coming from one of the passages and within a 
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couple of hours had broken into the main Shatter Passage. 

 

After the constricted passages, the roof suddenly soars up to 20 ft. high 

or more, and one strolls on over a soft earth floor making no sound as 

one passes. On the wall are patches of transparent calcite crystallized into 

hexagonal flowers up to about ¾" across. 

 

From the point of entry the passage ascends gently for a distance of 

about 150ft., of ample dimensions all the way, until the 10ft. overhang 

bars the way. 

 

Here the cave cuts across probably the greatest fault zone to be seen 

underground on Mendip, with a 10ft. thick band of crushed and 

brecchiated strata. Beyond the overhang there is a complete change in the 

character of the cave: up to it the passage is of typical phreatic 

appearance, with smooth rounded walls and is absolutely dry, while 

beyond the overhang it runs downhill with the bedding in rather shattered 

rock, with several stalagmite flows and two small streams entering from 

the left. These streams sink rather indeterminately in a choke of mud and 

small boulders some 100ft. from the overhang, this being the furthest 

point worth visiting. For the record, the choke was cleared sufficiently to 

pass by Mike Boon and myself - an exceedingly wet and unpleasant job - 

and a small ascending passage choking after a few feet was found. 

 

The water still sinks at the lowest point in this squeeze, and may be of 

great interest as its joining with the main stream seems unaccounted for 

as yet by the tributaries entering Swildons VI. 

 

Two inlet passages join Shatter Passage 
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from the left, just after the overhang, and may be ascended steeply for a 

short distance. Some further work was done on one of the remaining 

passages leading from Junction Chamber. This was a low tunnel and 

blasting gave access to a rift running uphill and turning parallel to the 

main passage. After 35ft., this becomes temporarily too tight, appearing 

to slightly widen further on. Several charges have been fired there, but 

little damage effected, and the site is probably not worth further effort. 

 

This, then, is the situation in the Shatter Series at present. The rift 

referred to above may, with a great deal of work, be forced further, and 

the inlet passages may possibly be extended, though whether into 

anything significant is doubtful. 

 

The only site offering any chance of really important progress seems to 

be the end choke where the streams sink in the floor. Digging here would 

be awkward, wet and muddy, and the choke is probably quite extensive. 

However, the reward could be the oft-dreamed-of dry route through to 

Swildons VI, VII, VIII or beyond (probably via a ¼ mile long Blue 

Pencil Passage!). 

 

The survey of the new series was executed by Fred Davies and Brian 

Ellis of the S.M.C.C., to whom acknowledgement is made for permission 

to reproduce it with this article. 

 

Grid references of important stations are tabulated to facilitate transfer to 

the Stanton plan of the whole cave, when Shatter Passage is seen to run 

roughly parallel to Swildons V and VI. It may be of interest to note that 

the first parties into the series estimated it to run directly towards the 

main 
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stream, and hopes of a great break-through ran high. The survey then 

revealed that in fact not a foot of progress had been made in that 

direction. 

 

It is, all the same, an interesting place in its own right, and worth a visit; 

but that perhaps may be a biased view from having spent so many happy 

hours digging there and suffering from anoxia! 

 

 

 

CLUE SUPPER, HILLGBOVE, AUGUST 26TH 

 

These events are becoming a regular feature in the Wessex calendar and 

this one was well up to the usual standard, with two dozen hungry 

members descending on Hillgrove. The dinner was preceded by slides 

and a talk by David Kinsman on Jan Meyen Island, in the Arctic Ocean. 

The slides were received with great enthusiasm, especially the dramatic 

Arctic sunsets, and the feeling of those present was summed up by 

"When do we go …?" 

 

The party then sat down to an enjoyable dinner of soup, chicken salad, 

trifle and coffee. Irrigation was by means of a pin of Long Ashton cider 

which was found to have excellent lubricating properties. 

 

When the meal had been cleared away many songs and recitations old 

and new were rendered. A notable feature was the accompaniment, by 

Mike Holland and Oliver Lloyd, making noncompatible noises with their 

respective guitars. 
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MENDIP NOTES 

Cheramodytes 

 

The Cracking of Swildons VI 

 

There are few things as satisfying as achieving an ambition. That is what 

Mike Thompson and Ken Dawe have done. It was with an eye to 

cracking Sump V that they took up cave-diving two years ago; and now 

Sump V has yielded to them and to the other cave divers, Phil Davies, 

Jerry Wright and Mike Boon, who were there on the 17th June, 1961. 

The divers went down early and dug away at the mud bank in VI, which 

was holding up the water in V. Oliver Wells had estimated that the job 

would take 10 man-hours. It took 20. In this time they lowered the water 

level by over a foot, leaving an air space in Sump V of about six inches, 

and abolishing "Buxton's Horror". 

 

The support party went down in the late afternoon, finished off the 

digging and carried out the exploration of Swildons VI. The survey they 

did came to grief, but Derek Ford carried out a grade 4 survey there later. 

It is a roomy passage 330 ft. in length, the general direction being south-

east, but with a pronounced "U" bend, to the south. It ends in a deep 

muddy pool. Just short of this is an aven which goes forward to a short 

ladder pitch. The water at the bottom of this appears to be an offshoot of 

Sump VI and not to lead to the stream passage beyond. Going back from 

the aven is another passage, rather tight and. muddy, which was followed 

for about 150ft. The inlet passage from the left soon after Sump V, noted 

by Wells, went north-east for 150ft., climbing 50ft., and then shut down. 

 

The Cracking of Sump VI 

 

The same divers and supporters followed 
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up this success by another on the 8th July, when one of them, Mike 

Boon, succeeded in passing Sump VI. The entrance to this sump is about 

8ft. below the water level, and it is about 25ft. long. It is not considered a 

practical proposition for free divers. Boon did not explore VII, but found 

a passage big enough to stand up in and heard the sound of running water 

beyond. 

 

A further attack on VII was arranged for the 5th August, but 

unfavourable weather forecasts made it necessary to postpone it until 

October. 

 

New Routes for Old 

 

I gather that quite a number of people are getting some amusement out of 

following the marked route in Eastwater and so finding a way to the 

Canyon that they didn't know of before. That doesn't mean that they had 

never been that way before, of course. Denis Warburton now sends me 

an alternative suggestion. After crossing the Traverse, instead of striking 

upwards towards Baker's Chimney, one could turn downwards to the 

Hallelujah Hole, and across the Lower Traverse into the Rift Chamber. 

Now that the Two Verticals route has to be used this might be quicker 

with tackle - at least going into the cave. He expects that this might meet 

with opposition from large people, but once the Traverse has been 

crossed the hard work is over, anyway. 

 

A Rescue from Cross Swallet 

 

I have been sent a cutting from the Wells Journal of the 28th July about 

firemen rescuing a steer from this hole. It took them three hours to rig the 

sheerlegs, get slings under the beast and haul it out, which 
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is really pretty good. I think this hole must like swallowing up sharp 

pointed objects. In 1955 a fine crowbar was found in Cuckoo Cleeves, 

where it had lain 9 years, and was presented to the Club. It was borrowed 

by a member for use on Cross Swallet, where it disappeared by being 

dropped into a crack. "I think", said the borrower, "that that crowbar 

likes getting lost in caves", and there it may stay for some time, since Mr. 

Stott, the farmer, has filled up the swallet with three old car bodies and 

twenty tons of stone. 

 

Bottle Head Slocker 

 

David Causer and Michael Thompson have been doing a little quiet 

digging "about a quarter of a mile from Downhead Swallet" and we hope 

that they will soon tell us about the swallet that we hear they have 

discovered. So far reports are a little vague, "250' of medium/large cave 

passage - with a stream that sinks at the entrance". 

 

The Deepest Caves 

 

I see that Trevor Shaw has had another attack of "Recorditis". He has 

been having mild outbreaks of this disease since 1956 (This Journal, 

No.60, p.167), but the latest takes the form of two neat little papers, 

published in August by the Cave Research Group at half a crown. These 

tell you not only which is the deepest cave in the world (Gouffre Berger, 

3681 ft.), but which caves have at any time been claimed to have been 

the deepest. Trevor has obviously had a very interesting time hunting up 

his information, and much of this is communicated to the reader. Who, 

for instance, could remain unmoved at the thought of the possibility that 

Eldon Hole might have once been considered to have been the deepest 

known cave, 
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if only they had written up their caving trip properly? (They were 

awfully careless about those things in the reign of Good Queen Bess). It 

might have held this distinction throughout the seventeenth century until 

Beaumont went down Lamb Leer, the date of which is also uncertain. 

There is no end to this kind of research, and rumour has it that, he is now 

tracing the history of the inhabited caves of the Cheddar area. 

 

 

Cheramodytes replies to the Secretary's remarks that "Bristol-Wessex" 

seems a neat abbreviation of "The Bristol Group of the Wessex Cave 

Club", and he wishes it all the-best, whether by its name or its nickname. 

 

 

There seems to be a misconception abroad that Cheramodytes is the 

work of one person. He is legion and all contributions will be sent on to 

him. 

Ed. 
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EASTER MEET - YORKSHIRE 

M.Holland 

 

"A Spelaeo-Wessex party travelled up to Nidderdale, 

To look at pots of various sorts and drink the Tankard Ale" 

O.C.L. 

 

A very successful club meet was held in Nidderdale in conjunction with 

members of the U.B.S.S. 

 

The Wessex party consisted of the following: J. Church, P. Davies, P.M. 

Davies, B. Harvey, L. Holland, K. Holland, O.C. Lloyd, S. Paul, R. 

Pyke, A. Surrell and Barbara, J. Waddon, D. Waddon, D. Warburton, R. 

Woolley, whilst the U.B.S.S. party numbered four: K. Eaton, J. Squires, 

R. Squires, W. Dowden. 

 

The centre of activities was the Crown Hotel in Lofthouse where the 

party stayed, some in the Hotel, while others camped in an adjacent field. 

Most of us will have affectionate memories of the Proprietress, 

particularly Denis Warburton, for her liberal interpretation of "closing 

time". 

 

Friday 

 

John Church, Barrie Harvey, Bob Pyke and Bob Woolley walked over to 

inspect the Upper Niddhead rising, a cave about 300ft. long, one of the 

two resurgences of the Goyden water. The above party then had a look at 

Howstean Beck and its associated caves. Meanwhile Phil Davies and 

Jack Waddon supported by Kit Eaton and Johnny and Rita Squires, dived 

in the Lower Niddhead rising. This was followed by an attempt on the 

Upper Niddhead rising. (A report of these dives is covered in J. 

Waddon's article). Various other people arrived during 
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Friday afternoon and evening. 

 

Saturday 

 

A descent of Goyden Pot was made by 14 persons, this cave, although 

listed as "severe" in Britain Underground, is relatively easy, unless of 

course one chose to visit it under flood conditions. However, what it lost 

in severity it made up for in complexity, presenting an interesting maze 

of passages. 

 

Some of the party inspected the main stream sump where Graham 

Balcombe dived in 1945 after which the party split into two groups, one 

led by Oliver Lloyd the other by Johnny Squires, enabling.us to make a 

round trip of the Labyrinth. A most interesting feature of Goyden is the 

chert bands up to 6ins. thick which jut out from the wall, in some cases 

these bridge the narrower passages. Chert nodules rapidly became a 

staple part of our conversation! 

 

When the party led by Johnny Squires had completed one circuit they 

decided that it would be interesting to build a wall to seal off the other 

party's return route, and started busily constructing a most elaborate 

boulder choke. When the wall was complete a conversation on the 

following lines ensued: 

 

"I say, won't we look a set of prunes if they have already come through". 

"They can't have got this far yet". 

"Let's go round the next corner and wait for them". 

 

The party set off, chuckling quietly to itself, and there round the next 

corner was Oliver Lloyd and party: one member's face definitely 

assumed multiple wrinkles. 

 

The party left Goyden Pot chanting "Ten Chert Nodules hanging on the 

Wall". 
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After having left Goyden some members went into Manchester Hole, ¼ 

mile upstream from the Goyden entrance. The stream which is found in 

Goyden rises amongst boulders in Manchester Hole in the upstream 

passage and after 600ft. of fine river passage disappears into a 

constricted sump at the downstream end. The atmosphere of the cave was 

enlivened by the presence of a dead sheep near the entrance. 

 

During the evening Denis Warburton gave a show of coloured slides 

which was much appreciated. 

 

Sunday 

 

A descent of New Goyden Pot was made. For some little time several 

members attempted to open the original entrance where the stream sinks, 

but with no success. The rest of the party investigated the newer 

downstream entrance, a narrow slit in the right hand bank some 300 

yards further down the stream bed. 

 

A bedding plane quickly led to a 50ft. pitch, followed by a 60ft. pitch 

which terminated in the main stream passage: so large that one's light 

was completely lost in the Stygian gloom. The party probed the upstream 

sump with little success; after bypassing the first downstream sump Phil 

Davies dived the second downstream sump for a distance of 45ft., but 

was unable to find an airspace of any consequence. 

 

On the way out some members explored the aptly named planetarium 

and the series of random passages which are formed, in an extraordinary 

bed of shaley limestone. One of these passages led upwards with 

immense amounts of flood debris, obviously an overflow route in times 

of flood. Another of the passages led to a 15ft. pot, a tricky climb 

showed the 
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presence of a static sump at the "bottom. As in Goyden Pot there were an 

abundance of Chert Nodules, some hands were over 8ins. thick 

 

During the evening further colour slices were shown before Oliver Lloyd 

enlivened the gathering with his songs - everyone retired absolutely 

exhausted. 

 

Monday 

 

Several members regretfully turned homewards whilst the others set out 

in brilliant sunshine to walk over Great and Little Whernside to the head 

of Park Gill Beck near Kettlewell and Wharfedale. The tigers walked 

back whilst the less energetic travelled in luxury by car, which had been 

sent to collect them. 

 

Tuesday 

 

Snow started to fall! 

 

Lao Holland, Bob Pyke and Alan Surrell were busily digging a 

shakehole in the corner of the camping field whilst everyone else packed 

up ready to leave - the shakehole didn't lead to anything but it gave the 

boys something to work off their excess energy. A blanket of snow 4 ins. 

deep covered the ground when the last of the party left. 

 

So ended another Club Trip. Although not as strenuous as some would 

have liked, it was enjoyed by all and tentative plans were made for 1962. 

Perhaps another go at Lost Johns? 
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NIDD HEAD RISING 

E.J. Waddon 

 

On the 18th October Phil and Pat Davies, and Jack Waddon visited the 

risings of the River Nidd at Lofthouse in Nidderdale, Yorkshire. It had 

been the intention to dive in these two large resurgences, which are fed 

by water from the Manchester Hole-Goyden Pot system, but continuous 

heavy rain had both increased the volume of water and caused visibility 

to deteriorate to such an extent that no major diving could be attempted. 

The Upper, or N.W., Rising was in full flood; it was not even possible to 

identify the actual rising, and diving was out of the question. The portion 

of the cave which could be entered consisted of several wide flat-roofed 

chambers, formed in the same bedding plane. 

 

Attention was turned to the lower, or S.E., Rising. Here the water 

appeared to rise from two well-defined points, and Waddon decided to 

try a recce dive on a line. The volume of flood water was sufficient to 

make progress underwater difficult, and exceedingly hard work. 

However, it was comforting to know that progress back to base would be 

with the current, and, therefore, rapid! Visibility was nil, due to the 

amount of sand in suspension in the water, and the light produced by the 

36 Watt lamp in the aflo was discernible at a distance of 6 inches as a 

very faint orange glow, of psychological value only. Working by touch 

the diver penetrated the major of the two risings to a distance of 20ft; at 

this point the submerged passage was about 10ft. wide and 4ft. high, and 

appeared to continue unchanged. The depth gauge and compass could 

not be read. At the other point within the cave at which water rose, the 

flow 
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of water was less, and on submerging the diver could hear the sound of 

running water. After 18ft., he emerged into a pool 6ft. by 8ft. at one 

comer of a long, flat-roofed chamber. A stream falling from a height of 

10ft. into the pool gave the diver a shower bath, and was the cause of the 

"running water" sound. 

 

Next day both divers donned kit and returned to the S.E. Rising. The 

water level had dropped by a foot, but the current was still very strong, 

and visibility but little improved. The main rising was again entered and 

penetrated for approximately 30ft. bearing N. at a depth of 5ft. 6ins. It 

was decided to tackle this at some future date under better water 

conditions. The 18ft. sump leading to the chamber discovered the 

previous day was next explored, and a permanent line laid through and 

belayed to boulders on each side. Due to the lower water level the sump 

was now about 12ft. long and 5ft. deep. The line follows the right hand 

wall of the sump, which has 3-4ft. of headroom underwater. In low water 

conditions it could be easily passed by a free swimmer. The chamber on 

the other side was surveyed, and found to be 50ft. long in a N-S direction 

and 20ft. wide. Two streams entered at high level, but both were too 

small to follow. No other way out could be found, and it was apparent 

that this chamber was a backwater, the two streams entering it being 

produced by surface water sinking a short distance away. 

 

At both N.W. and S.E. Niddhead Risings horizontally bedded limestones 

interbedded with soft shales have led to the development of large flat 

roofed chambers. There are clear signs of earlier, now abandoned, risings 
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nearby. It was thought that further exploration might reveal other 

"backwater chambers". Before leaving Lofthouse tentative arrangements 

were made for a return visit to the area the following Easter. 

 

The W.C.C. and U.B.S.S. Easter meet at Nidderdale offered opportunity 

for further diving and on Good Friday before the main party arrived the 

resurgences of the Nidd were revisited. In contrast to the Autumn 

conditions the divers were overjoyed to find that on this occasion 

shallow streams of clear water were issuing forth. Whilst part of the 

party went into the Upper or N.W. rising to explore and take some 

measurements, the divers, supported by three U.B.S.S. members, entered 

the Lower Rising. The line through the sump to the backwater chamber 

discovered in October was examined and found to be in good condition, 

but it did not appear that the sump was much shorter than on the previous 

occasion. Attention was concentrated on the active rising near the cave 

entrance, where previously the underwater passage had been penetrated 

for about 30ft. Davies diving solo and belayed to a rope held by the 

support party proved that the passage continued in the same fashion for 

85ft. before he returned to base. The two divers then entered the passage 

in good visibility. The right hand wall contained occasional recesses 

which appeared to be due to enlargements of joints. The passage was 

about 10ft. wide and 5ft. high, with a bare rock floor. At a point about 

120ft. from base, a pile of angular rocks indicated a possible chamber, 

and an air space was entered. Above water, the height of the chamber 

was 3ft. and it was 8ft. wide and 25-30ft. long on a N-S bearing, with a 

convenient rocky beach along most of its length. The main stream 

appeared 
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to run along the western wall of the chamber; the way on was apparently 

in deeper water at the northern end. Using the chamber as an advance 

base, the divers took it in turn to dive upstream on a line to examine the 

prospects. Waddon, who dived first, was greatly surprised on entering 

the water to find a 12 inch long speckled trout, hovering motionless a 

short distance ahead. The two regarded each other momentarily until, 

possibly sensing that thoughts of a fish supper were beginning to pass 

through the diver’s head, the trout decided to seek better company 

elsewhere. (The length of the trout was later recorded as 12 feet, but that 

was just a fisherman’s yarn). Upstream was an area of shattered rocks 

and fallen roof flakes, probably an underwater extension of the chamber. 

At the furthest point reached (about 20ft. in) fallen blocks came close to 

the roof, but about 3 yds. past this the debris decreased and blue water 

could be seen ahead., The divers had been away from base for over 40 

minutes, and since it seemed that further progress upstream would first 

involve the clearance of a couple of underwater rocks, it was decided to 

return to daylight to allay any anxiety among the supporting party. The 

return journey was along a SSE bearing, and was uneventful except that 

Davies saw a trout (this one was 6 inches long!) 

 

After a breather, the diving party went to the Upper (NW) Rising. It was 

decided that one diver should do a series of recce dives on a line, as the 

diving prospects reported by the exploratory party did not sound 

particularly hopeful. Thus Waddon donned diving kit and entered the 

cave with 
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Davies and K.Eaton in attendance. The main body of water rose out of a 

low bedding plane in the extreme northern end of the cave, about 200ft. 

from daylight. Two short dives were carried out here, but after about 8ft. 

the passage became impassable, consisting of a series of vertical fissures 

between two narrow bedding planes. 

 

In the eastern portion of the cave was a wide chamber with a bare rock 

floor. A narrow static pool in the corner of this chamber seemed worthy 

of investigation, so the diver entered and after kicking away a couple of 

rocks was able to pass through a 10ft. long duck (a few inches of air 

space all the way), into another long chamber with a boulder-strewn 

floor. The two supporters joined the diver, and went ahead to explore. At 

the N.E. end of this chamber was a clear deep pool 12ft. wide, and 

somewhat unenthusiastically, for caving wearing a normal weight 

breathing apparatus plus weights tends to be rather tiring, the diver 

crawled along to join the others and investigate. The pool led into a 

submerged chamber, some 30ft. wide with walls of bare limestone, 

eroded into flakes and pillars. Following the right hand wall around, a 

scummy air surface was seen to the north, and the diver emerged into yet 

another chamber, having passed a 40ft. sump. This new chamber was not 

explored, but it seemed to extend for at least 50ft., with about 6ft. of 

headroom, and a floor of bare rock. It is most probable that this chamber 

is another backwater; however, the character of the submerged 40ft. 

chamber suggests that it connects with the active streamway, and it is 

possible that a search along the left hand wall may well be rewarded by 

the finding of 
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a negotiable passage, giving access to the main rising, beyond the 

impenetrable fissures looked at on the first dive in this cave. With the 

day's score amounting to two sumps and one duck it was decided that 

everyone had had enough of cold water for one day and the party retired 

to the warmth of the nearby Crown Hotel and to the company of the 

assembling WCC and UBSS members. 

 

On the Easter Tuesday it had been planned to survey the Upper Nidd 

Head Rising, and also to carry out further diving. However, there was a 

general lack of enthusiasm, probably due to the weather (it was 

snowing), and the prospect for some of a 250 mile journey home. No 

definite plans for the future were made, but inevitably the exploration 

will be continued and more of the underground course of the River Nidd 

mapped when the opportunity occurs. 

 

 

HUT NEWS 

 

Be warned! All the Wessex ladders are now 20' long so don't forget to 

take an extra ladder for Lamb Leer. 

 

The hut has been looking a little cleaner of late, thanks partly to the new 

flooring procured by Mike Holland at a reasonable price, and partly to a 

little more interest members are taking in its upkeep. Please don't put 

shoes on the bunks as we can't afford to wash the blankets as often as 

you may get yours washed at home! The new Gash Swallet dig is 

promising well and is a worthy cause for the odd half- hour's exercise. 
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CLUB TRIP TO A GEN ALLWEDD, JUNE 3/4 

D. Warburton 

 

"Applications," said the note in the Journal, "must be in one month in 

advance..." I managed to beat the deadline by a few hours and then 

promptly forgot about the trip. Three weeks later a P.C. arrived from 

Dave Causer giving not only an exact Grid Reference of the cave, but 

also detailed instructions for reaching the camp site. Saturday morning 

saw me driving along the five mile track from Brynmawr so casually 

mentioned in the P.C., a rather sensational road if one is a nervous 

motorist, contouring the Mynydd Llangattock on the remains of an old 

tramway, with steep slopes immediately to either side. At the very end, 

where the track narrowed to a couple of feet, were the tents of the 

Wessex party, and I was greeted by Chris Hawkes and Mike Holland, 

both in very high spirits, who informed me that I was just in time for a 

quick trip to reconnoitre the entrance series. Having demanded, and 

received, the inevitable brew of tea, I hastily changed and walked with 

the rest of the party along the track round the hillside, past the small cave 

of Eglwys Faen, and on to the twin entrances of Agen Allwedd. We were 

using the Ogof Gam entrance, for which we were thankful, as the 

original Agen Allwedd entrance has in it a rather unpleasant squeeze. 

 

Having entered full details of our proposed trip in the book just inside the 

entrance we pressed on at a fast pace. The entrance series consists of a 

long, rather dull passage, about fifteen feet high and three wide, with 

sharp changes of direction at regular intervals, the idea being, it seemed, 
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to take the left-hand fork whenever there was a junction. It appeared to 

work, because we soon came to the First Boulder Choke, and a little 

experiment led us through this and into the Main Passage. Entering this 

was rather like coming out of a cave on a dark, starless night; one 

instinctively checked one's carbide lamp, thinking it to be failing. Main 

Passage goes on - and on - and on. The three of us were strolling side by 

side along a clay floored passage thirty or forty feet wide and up to fifty 

feet high. The clay floor had dried out almost completely, leaving huge 

cracks more than a foot deep, breaking up the surface into a mosaic. At 

intervals there are patches of selenite crystals on the floor, some of them 

quite large, the best patches being taped off to prevent damage from 

nailed boots. After about a quarter of a mile of easy walking one of us 

was heard to remark that he was getting bored with the whole thing, and 

that he'd be glad to come to a crawl! Eventually we came to the end of 

Main Passage and reached the Cliffs of Dover, a narrow trench with high 

vertical mud walls, and ended up in the North Wing, a flat, low chamber 

which seems to peter out. It is interesting to note that this point is only a 

short distance from the small cave of Eglwys Faen. 

 

While we were in the North Wing, Oliver Lloyd with a party was having 

a look round Eglwys Faen, but rather to our disappointment he did not 

materialise like a bat from the shadows beyond. Also in Agen Allwedd at 

the same time was yet a third Wessex party exploring the entrance series. 

We all made our way back to the camp, planning a longer trip for the 

next day, and after a satisfying meal spent a quiet hour in Llangattock at 

the local hostelry. 
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Several more members had arrived since Saturday morning, and by 

breakfast on Sunday at least three parties were being organised. The 

organising was interrupted from time to time by Mike Holland rushing 

after sheep on the hillside with strange cries, his excuse being that the 

silly noise they made irritated him. A race to get into the cave first 

resolved into a dead heat between the Farnham group on the one hand 

and Mike Holland and myself on the other, both parties having decided 

to investigate the further stream passages. Others, including Howard 

Kenney, wisely decided to digest their breakfast before caving. 

 

Mike and I pressed into the cave at high speed, got lost near the First 

Boulder Choke, and then came back halfway to the entrance to find out 

where we had gone wrong. Having discovered that we hadn't gone wrong 

at all we carried on into Main Passage, and took a right turn almost 

immediately into Main Stream Passage, a way that would not be very 

obvious if it were not for the sound of the stream below. This passage, 

like most of the others in this cave, seems to go on for ever; every few 

hundred feet a tributary enters, and about half-way along there is another 

Boulder Choke. After this comes a very impressive part of the passage, a 

roof traverse with a deep and narrow trench in the floor. Eventually we 

reached Turkey Junction, where we put on exposure suits, as we had 

heard that Turkey Pool was a formidable obstacle. Turkey Passage is 

even more fantastic than the others to one used to Mendip caves. After 

one place near the junction that needs just a little effort, it goes on for 

about a mile as a uniformly wide and high passage along which it is 

possible to trot quite happily. It is also one 
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of the most boring cave passages I have ever encountered. The only 

relief from the monotony is the occasional gigantic roof block fallen 

across the floor, or wedged across the passage, causing a momentary 

quickening of pace as one passes underneath. Some of these blocks are 

really huge. Turkey Pool, when we reached it, proved to be somewhat of 

an anticlimax, being very easy to negotiate in a goon suit. 

 

Space does not allow a detailed description of the many passages 

beyond, nor of the mysterious impression of an eight-fingered hand in 

the clay at one point. Suffice it to say that we failed to complete a circuit 

of the Summertime Series simply because of lack of time - as far as we 

reached there is no technical difficulty of any kind. On our way back, 

being behind our time schedule, we ran from Turkey Pool to Turkey 

Junction with no trouble (and that in goon suits!). Meanwhile the 

Farnham group had followed us down Main Stream Passage and reached 

Turkey Pool, both our parties returning to the surface after about eight 

hours. 

 

While we were unravelling the intricacies of the Summertime Series, 

Howard Kenney had a third party in the cave, he, Chris Hawkes and 

Geoff Bond exploring the Upper Southern Stream Passage, another of 

those never-ending passages that make up Agen Allwedd. They followed 

the final part where it gets smaller and smaller until, to quote Howard, 

"honour was satisfied". They also entered a passage which had not been 

dug out a year before when the survey was printed. This is off Main 

Passage quite near to the Main Stream Passage, and goes for quite a 

distance through several crawls and large chambers, and seemed to be 

heading over and across the Main Stream Passage. 
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To sum up, a very satisfying Club Trip. We had five parties in Agen 

Allwedd, covering between them quite a respectable portion of a very 

large cave. The cave itself is a very good choice for a club trip, being 

large and complex enough to satisfy the energetic, without being so 

difficult as to need either a superman or a masochist to enjoy it. Our 

thanks to Dave Causer for organising such a pleasant weekend. 

 

 

 

A BIRTHDAY PARTY 

"Taperer" 

 

Oliver Cromwell Lloyd completed his fiftieth year on the 4th August 

1961 - not yet fifty years of caving, but caving at fifty! He is more often 

seen underground than on the surface so it was not surprising that he 

chose to hold his birthday party in the netherworld. A gathering of his 

friends met on Priddy Green for sherry and never have the villagers seen 

such a sight since the pioneer days of Balch - wing collars, plus fours, 

cloth caps, a top hat and a pink carnation. The host chose white (boiler 

suit) which was heard referred to as his Birthday Suit. A long procession 

wound its way down Swildons Hole to the Old Grotto only impeded by a 

temporary stoppage of the passage caused by a rather portly "under fifty" 

guest. Only candles were in use, by special request of the host, for as 

Herbert Balch would have said "They are the only dependable form of 

lighting for they cast no treacherous shadows" to which the modern 

caver adds "because they give no b.…  light!" Never has the Old Grotto 

looked so beautiful, 
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lit by the 50 candles, symbolic of Oliver's advanced years which he bears 

so lightly. The large packs were unpacked and then only the noise of 

munching jaws broke the sound pattern of drips (water ones) as two huge 

cakes were demolished. In this atmosphere it did not seem unnatural for 

a group to enter in immaculate evening dress and furs. 

 

The happy occasion over, the host and two of his friends scorned even 

the candles, leaving by the Middle Way at great speed. The only 

encounter with light was fluorescent mould at the top of Jacobs Ladder. 

The reason for Oliver's "Birthday Suit" now became clear, for road safety 

experts advise us to wear something white in the dark. 

 

Any rumour that Oliver would retire at fifty may be safely forgotten for 

less than 24 hours later he was trying to blow up Vicarage Passage in 

Swildons II although St. Swithin saw to it that he had a faulty detonator 

in view of his impertinence - caving at 50! 

 

 

 

NOD'S POT (PINEY SLEIGHT SWALLET) 

Robin Cowling 

(Sidcot School Speleological Society) 

 

This dig was started on June 10th 1948, in the belief that it might open 

out into a swallet or something (I don't know what). The dig is about 150 

yards from the gorge, near Piney Sleight Farm. Work continued until 

10th July, whilst digging at about 15ft. below surface, a small chamber 

was disclosed. The chamber, about 12ft. x 8ft. x 3ft. was considered 
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"a good sign". That same winter of 1948 the first 20ft. were lined with oil 

drums. Work continued with water dripping in from the sides and 

draining away rapidly ("may be a good sign"). 

 

On May 13th 1951 the shaft was 54ft. deep, and after this digging began 

to slow down a bit, until a winch was erected in 1952 at which time the 

depth was 60ft. 

 

For the next two years work was continued, but slowly, the floor was still 

loose rubble and breccia as it has been for the whole dig. At this stage the 

sides were considered rather dangerous owing to the fact that there were 

loose boulders in the walls liable to be release by any rubbing of the 

winch wire. So in 1956 it was thought necessary to have a platform under 

which one could work safely. 

 

A platform was constructed with a trap door in the middle which could 

easily be opened and closed from underneath. This was erected 75ft. 

down. In 1958 the Sidcot School Speleological Society thought it 

necessary to close the dig until some further shoring up of the sides was 

done. 

 

In 1961 the club got to work on re-opening the dig, various surveys were 

made and it was realised that the only way to shore the shaft up would be 

with oil drums. Work has continued slowly and we are preparing for the 

first oil drum to be let down and put into position. 50ft. of oil drums are 

needed and 18 drums have already been procured, which is more than 

enough. Now all that remains is to get them fitted and filled round the 

edges, with the rubble which is being removed from the bottom. 

 

A further survey has been made of the surroundings and of the strata. It 

seems still to have reasonable prospects. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

 

DEEP DOWN. Great Achievements in Potholing. 

By Garry Hogg 

(London, Hutchinson 1961) 

8vo, 152p., illus., index, bibliog. 13s.6d. 

 

This is a popular account of explorations in the Peak Cavern and Gaping 

Gill; in Lascaux, Montespan and Pierre St. Martin in France; in the 

Tauplitz Potholes and Eisriesenwelt in Austria; and in the American 

Carlsbad Cave. Most of the information, if not all, is taken from other 

English books which are still readily available. 

 

But the book must not be criticised for failing to be what it was never 

intended to be. It is not a straightforward account of cave exploration or 

any branch of it and it does not pretend to contribute any new 

knowledge; it is a collection of 'thrilling adventures' in caving, told so as 

to accentuate the most exciting aspects without being unduly sensational. 

As such it is a success: it is easy to read; it holds the attention; it really 

brings to life the happenings it describes. In short, it is good journalism. 

 

A serious drawback is the presence of so many errors. Some of these are 

common mistakes repeated, others have no apparent cause. The author’s 

retelling of Casteret's exploration of the Montespan cave differs in 

several respects from Casteret's own account; for instance an extra sump 

is created and the clay statues in the cave are reduced to 'statuettes’ 

which were 'unearthed'. Similarly there are discrepancies between 

Martel's description of his own Gaping Gill descent and Hogg's version 

of it; and again, Hogg puts a telephone in Tauplitz 38 at the time of the 

flood, although 
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Franke, who took part in the expedition, states quite definitely that there 

was not one there. The depth of 2959 feet given for the Gouffre Berger is 

nearly five years out of date; and the cave is not called the 'Shepherd's 

Well', it is named after Jo Berger the discoverer. The date given for 

Birkbeck's Gaping Gill descent is almost certainly wrong; and so on. 

Nearly all these mistakes could have been avoided if the MS had been 

discussed with a competent caver before publication; without them the 

book would have been excellent in its way. 

 

T.R.S. 

 

 

THE INSTRUCTION & TRAINING OF NOVICES TO CAVING 

"A SYLLABUS" by W.H.Little 

Occasional Publication No.4, 1961 of the Cave Research Group. 

4to., (i) + i + 6p. 

Obtainable from:- A.W. Ashwell, Stanyeld Road, Trevor Hill, Church 

Stretton, Salop., at 1/- p.f. 

 

Proposed programmes are given for a preliminary talk and some training 

trips underground. 

 

It could be argued that this is a trivial and unnecessary publication - that 

the recommended training or something like it is already practised in 

reputable clubs and that the irresponsible groups that suffer most 

accidents are not likely to follow it anyway. To some extent this may be 

true, but Little's programme can serve as a useful aide memoire for those 

who do train novices, while the other groups may be confronted with it 

in the Coroner's Court. 

 

T.R.S. 
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A GENERAL REFERENCE TO THE CAVING AREAS OF NORTH 

WALES Ed. by P. Smith 

(Bulletin No. l, 1961, of the Derbyshire Caving Club) 

4to., (ii) + 16 + (ii)p., maps, plan, illus., inflex. 

(Obtainable from:- P. Smith, 115 Kenilworth Rd., Cheadle Heath, 

Stockport, Cheshire, at 2/- p.f.) 

 

Over the last twenty years information on the caves of North Wales has 

been published or reprinted in The British Caver, the back issues of 

which are not now available. The present compilation reprints this 

material, with some from other sources, so that it is readily accessible 

again as a basis for new work. The recent Shepton Mallet report, 

reviewed in this Journal (6, 80, pp.259-260), covers the same field and 

presents its facts in a rather more, digested form, but the two publications 

are complementary and anyone intending to work in the area will need 

both. 

 

T.R.S. 

 

 

CAVE RESCUE by Dr. O.C. Lloyd 

(reprinted from The Medical Journal of the South-West, 76, (ii), No.280, 

1961, pp.37-49, and issued, with a new title page, as Cave Research 

Group Occasional Publication No.3) 

8vo., (iii) + 13p.» illus. (available only to C.R.G. members) 

 

Your reviewer did not have the pleasure of hearing Dr. Lloyd deliver this 

lecture in Bristol last year and some of the "Oliverisms" may have 

escaped him. It is refreshing, however, to see mountaineering described 

as "caving in reverse". The original lecture was delivered to a mixed 

medical and non-medical audience, but one cannot help feeling that 

much 
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of the detail must have remained a mystery to the non-caving members 

of the profession. 

 

The lecture sets out the experiences of the Mendip Rescue Organisation 

in the last ten years and includes also a section on the Peak Cavern 

fatality of 1959. The lessons learned are evident in the description of 

each rescue. Details are given of the recently developed "sumping 

apparatus" for moving an unconscious patient underwater. 

 

It is to he hoped that someone in the north of England will follow Dr. 

Lloyd's example and provide a similar informed survey of the accidents 

which have occurred there. In too many cases the newspaper accounts 

are all we have. 

 

T.R.S. 

 

 

THE NORTHERN CAVERN AND MINE RESEARCH SOCIETY 

TRANSACTIONS. VOL. 1. No. 1. 1960-61 

4to., (v) + 71p., maps, plan, sections, illus. 

Obtainable from:- R.T.Clough, Stoneleigh, Utley, Keighley, at 10/- p.f. 

 

The N.C. & M.R.S. is a comparatively new society, having been founded 

in 1959, but it differs from the many other newly formed groups in that it 

does good work and publishes the results promptly. The Society's 

interests include lead mines and more than half this bulky first issue of 

their Transactions is concerned with mining. It may be this association 

with mine surveying which has led to the very accurate cave survey 

(claimed as C.R.G. grade 6) carried out by the group. There is an article 

on the surveying and computation methods used and a plan to this 

standard accompanies a detailed description of Mongo Gill Hole near 

Stump Cross. 

 

T.R.S. 
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A JOURNEY INTO THE INTERIOR OF THE EARTH by Jules Verne 

(London, Ward Lock, (c.1961)) 

8vo., 191 + (i) p., illus., 4s.0d. 

 

A remarkably cheap and attractive edition of this famous book. The 

picture on the jacket shows green and purple stalagmites! 

 

T.R.S. 

 

 

SOMERSET ARCHAEOLOGICAL & NATURAL HISTORY 

SOCIETY PROCEEDINGS DURING 1939-60. Vol. 104. 

 

In the Proceedings for 1959-60 which have recently (Nov. 1960) been 

published, the following items relating to Mendip caves may be of 

interest:- 

 

p.87. "Report on a Collection of Bird Bones from the 1929 Excavation at 

Soldier's Hole, Cheddar" - by D.Bramwell. 

p.43. "Elementary Graphical Archaeometry" - by L.S.Palmer. 

This is an article describing graphical methods of presenting and 

arranging results of archaeological excavations, and contains 

several examples drawn from excavations in Mendip Caves, not 

named. 

p.15. Contains a brief report of excavations carried out by the Axbridge 

Caving Group & Archaeological Society in a rock shelter in Hay 

Wood. (The National Grid Reference is incorrectly given, the 

Northings preceding the Eastings). 

 

E.J. Waddon 
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THE BRITISH CAVER, 33, 1960 1961 

4to., 101p., plan. 

Obtainable from:- G. Platten, Rotherfield, Fernhill Lane, New Milton, 

Hants, at 8/- p.f. 

 

 

FIVE GO TO DEVON'S ROCKS by Enid Blyton 

(Holder- & Stoughton 1961) 

8vo., 183p.> illus., 7s.6d. 

 

Speleo-parents will be interested in this book if they like to give their 

children presents they can enjoy themselves. Buried treasure is 

discovered in an extensive cave system that runs partly beneath the sea. 

 

T.R.S. 
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